Currently, related specifications provide a wide grading range for cement stabilized aggregate and make it easy to meet. Evaluation of cement stabilized aggregate grading stays in qualitative evaluation: skeleton-void structure, suspension-dense structure, skeleton-dense structure. This paper proposed a new quantitative evaluation index for cement stabilized aggregate gradation. Experiments show that skeleton-dense value has good correlations with physical and mechanical properties. Contrast to CA value proposed by Bailey method, skeleton-dense value shows higher correlation coefficient with physical and mechanical properties.
INTRODUCTION
Currently the technical specification instruction of highway pavement base (JTJ034-2000) only use the 7d unconfined compressive strength as the control target, the requirement of the unconfined compressive strength of highways and roads is up to 3-5Mpa. By increasing the dosage of cement or coarse aggregate can easily meet the requirements. Currently, main diseases existing water stabilized aggregate base is crack reflection which will further cause other diseases. The balance design must be used to achieve longevity and durability of water stabilized gravel base, meanwhile, to meet the strength requirement, and to solve the crack problem of reflection.
When the gradation of the non-Bailey method design is tested by using the Bailey method, calculating only the CA, FAc, FAf three parameters is not sufficient, calculating inversely bulk density of the percentage correction according to the graded, in order to evaluate the degree of compactness in the mixture and the construction compaction performance [1] .
Skeletal structure is formed by the main frame and the secondary skeleton structure, quantitative secondary skeleton material the interference effect of the main framework is very difficult, and the filling material for the whole skeleton of the filling effect is much more convenient. In addition, Bailey method does not take into account different aggregate angularity difference. In this paper, we propose a quantitative evaluation index of design gradation from the perspective of filling effect -skeleton filling degree SDI.
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION INDEX AND METHOD OF GRADATION OF CEMENT -STABILIZED
Cement stable aggregate mixture need to achieve the balance of strength and crack resistance, therefore also needs to achieve skeleton dense structure. This paper studies the specification value experience of A and theory of graded B, C, D totally of 4 kinds of gradation, as table I below. Four gradation use the same 32.5 ordinary Portland cement, 4.5% cement dosage for compaction test, then according to the compaction test to determine the best moisture content and maximum dry density forming diameter of 150 mm and a height of 150 mm cylindrical specimen and size of 400 mm × 100 mm × 100 mm beam specimen, performance test and verify, including volume targets and road performance tests.
TESTRESULTSANDANALYSIS
Compaction tests were carried out using the four gradations shown in Table 2 -1 to verify the relationship between the optimum moisture content, porosity and the degree of matrix packing, CA value, the test data are shown in Table III . Using the above-mentioned specimens in the standard curing room after conducted 7d unconfined compressive strength, 7d splitting strength, 7d erosion tests, the test data are shown in Table IV below. Using the above-mentioned specimens in the standard curing room after conducting the 28d compressive resilient modulus, 28d coefficient of frost resistance tests, the test data are shown in Table V below. The resulting test results were correlated with the SDI and CA value, and the correlation coefficient between the SDI and the CA value and the fitting curve of each index can be obtained, the data are shown in Table VI below. Using quadratic curve fitting degree of cladding and optimum water content, the 7 days unconfined compressive strength and splitting strength, 28 days compressive modulus of resilience and freeze resistance coefficient, dry shrinkage coefficient and mixture void fraction are showing a good correlation, the correlation coefficient is above 0.8. Using linear equation fitting degree of cladding and 7 d Erosion Amount correlation, the correlation coefficient is 0.9946. The experimental results show that the degree of cladding and in all kinds of road use performance of the cement stable aggregate mixture has a very good relationship, and the index can evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of design gradation.
By contrast, found that the CA value and the correlation of the indicators is markedly lower than the cladding and the correlation of each index, shows that using cladding degrees as the control index is better than that of cement stabilized gravel gradation CA value. Is the main reason is that the CA value by the shift of the aggregate total weight pass rate calculated weight control targets, and degree of cladding is through a variety of compacted density calculated volume control index, volume control indicators relative to the weight control indicators has superiority.
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the following three problems are solved by controlling the filling degree of the skeleton to achieve the balanced design of road performance.
(1) At this stage for the design of the grading evaluation is limited to structure, the structure of the suspended solid skeleton gap and qualitative evaluation of skeleton dense structure, the lack of a comprehensive quantitative evaluation indexes for design gradation.
(2) Evaluate secondary skeleton of the main skeleton of the interference effect is very difficult to research on the main skeleton of filling material filling effect and simpler and more meaningful.
(3) A quantitative evaluation index is proposed from the Angle of the cladding degree, and found that the degree of cladding and the indicators of CA is obviously better than the correlation coefficient values, the cladding degrees as control index is more applicable.
